Excitation specificity of repolarization parameters.
The excitation specificity of QT dynamic parameters was tested on three groups of subjects: healthy subjects; non-medicated hypertensive subjects with metabolic syndrome; and subjects with essential hypertension. Four different excitations of RR were used: bicycling exercise; tilt with breathing 0.1 and 0.33 Hz; and deep breathing. Linear dynamic feedback model of QT/RR coupling was supposed at the analysis and next repolarization parameters were tested: QTc; gain of QT/RR coupling for slow and fast RR variability; time constant of QT adaptation; and random QT variability. Dynamic repolarization parameters statistically significantly depend on the type of RR excitation. The gain of QT/RR coupling for slow RR variability, the time constant of QT adaptation and QTc are maximal at RR excitation given by the bicycling exercise. The frequency of breathing, i.e. corresponding vagal modulation has no effect on repolarization parameters. The measurements with deep breathing, without any other slow excitation of heart rate, has low signal-to-noise ratio of analyzed data and resulting QT parameters are inaccurate. The use of heart rate excitation and all measurements conditions should be defined for the exact analysis of the repolarization dynamic parameters.